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                                                    PRESIDENT’S LETTER
 
                                                     An Important Address to the Society

     As president, I get the opportunity to sound off in the Historian each issue.  In the past, I have not 
used space to address items covered in the annual meetings.  However, since the Directors of the 
Society took action at PNSE to address a growing financial concern and to attempt to keep the Society 
in the stable and solvent financial condition it currently enjoys, I feel the necessity to explain our 
actions to the membership regarding the concerns we face.

     The Directors voted to increase the annual dues for membership in the society to $22.50.  This is a
substantial increase.  However, we have to address the following factors.  First, we have not had a
dues increase in over four years.  Secondly, the costs for us to publish and maintain the Historian are
now at the point where they will exceed our income from dues.  Third, we would like to continue our
efforts in presenting Society medals, and to expand our outreach through the establishment of a new
web site.   Fourth,  we  wish  to  provide  additional  general  services  in  the  form of  supporting  the
publication of new information.

    All of these efforts require capital.  Currently, we have an adequate publication fund for assisting in
the publication of new works.  We have a general fund that has been built up over the years, to provide
the sound financial base upon which the Society operates.  Your Directors feel strongly that  these
elements should continue.  In addition, we feel it extremely important to establish a Society web site
that will convey our message to the increasing numbers of philatelists who are on-line. And so, we are
faced with the dilemma of cutting costs, or increasing revenue. 

     With regards to cutting costs, we feel that we should not reduce the frequency of publication of the
Historian.  It is our only means of communication to the membership, and we have worked long and
hard to bring it to the point where it is today.  We can look at other areas of support that we give to PA
shows in the form of ads and medals to encourage exhibition of PA material to cut costs.  To abandon
those efforts would be counter to our Society’s purpose.

     We are left to increase revenue.  Our current membership stands at 135 members.  It has decreased
over the last decade from ~200 to its present level and appears to be stabilized at that level.  If we can
increase membership, we will help alleviate the problem.  However, we cannot place our hopes on
meeting the future deficit by increasing membership.

     While we realize that this is a substantial increase, it was strongly felt that we should increase the
dues adequately so that we will not be discussing this issue again next year and from the standpoint of
operating in the red.  The Directors did not take this action lightly.  I believe they have acted prudently
in the best interest of the long-range direction of our Society.  Please join me in supporting their
decision.

                                                                                                               Ri��
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                                                 EDITOR’S COMMENTS

     I am most excited that our new web site (www.PaPHS.org) is scheduled to go on-line in 

November thanks to the efforts of Rick Leiby and Steve Roth.  I had the opportunity to view the 

proposed site on a CD disc supplied by Steve, and it is fabulous.  Steve reported on the site and its 

cost at our Annual Meeting (see Minutes on Page 6).

    At the request of our Treasurer, to save money and effort, we have included the 2003 Dues 

Notice on the next page.  Please cut out the form and return it to our Treasurer with your dues 

payment in the attached envelope as soon as possible.  This is an experiment which we hope will be

successful and can be used in future years to save money and effort.

     Thanks to Bill Schultz, we have another “P. O. Challenge” (see Page 8).  The rules have been 

changed so that all members can have an opportunity to win the prize, not just those who receive 

the Historian early.

     In this issue we begin a series by Gus Spector on “Nineteenth Century Medicine in 

Philadelphia” with “Part I: the Medical Schools”.  It is a great example of how to combine a 

profession or interest with the collection of advertising covers related to the subject.

     In “The Johnstown Post Office and Flood of 1889” by Don Smith we not only learn how the

P. O. functioned after that terrible disaster, but are shown the only known cover to have survived 

the flood.

     In addition, Sid Fingerhood presents a “Problem Post Card” and requests help, Ken Hall  

illustrates the current earliest known Morgantown manuscript, and Charlie Fricke describes two 

interesting items from Great Britian to Philadelphia during the 1930’s.

     Finally, It is not often that one of our members wins the Grand Award at a National Show.  

Congratulations to Vern Morris for this achievement at PNSE 2002 (see Page 7).

     Hope you enjoy the issue.   

                                                                              N���

                                               •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

                                                MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY

               Total Membership as of  7/15/02  -----------------------------------------------------------  132 

                             New Members   -------------------------------------------------------   +3 

                                         #535   Robert E. Kroupa   San Francisco, CA

                                                              (Chester County, DPO’s)

                                         #536   Stan Raugh   Temple, PA

                                                       (Reading, Temple, Altoona, and Holidaysburg,  Stampless Covers)

                                         #537   Steven Kennedy   Myersville, MD

                                                                  (Philadelphia)   

               Total Membership as of  10/15/02  ----------------------------------------------------------  135

                                                           •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••                                                 
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                Annual Dues Notice

Dear Fellow Members,

This is our first attempt to solicit our annual dues using our publication as a 
vehicle.  As you read this issue, you will undoubtedly observe that the quality of our 
publication is rising.  We have many irons in the fire, including the design of a new 
website for collectors and recruitment.

Please send your check and a tax deductible donation to our society in the attached 
envelope.  Thank you for helping us save time and money by doing so.

Sincerely yours,

                                                                      D��

Daniel M. Telep
   Treasurer

PENNSYLVANIA POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY

Dues for 2003

Name:                                                                                                                    

Address:                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                   

                City                              State                                        Zip

E-Mail:                                                                                                                     

 Active Membership.........................................................................$   22.50     

 Publication Gift Fund (Optional)....................................................$              

 Donation other than Publication Fund (Optional)..........................$              

Total Enclosed $              

                                            Please total amount given above.

                            YOUR CANCELLED CHECK IS YOUR RECEIPT.

ALL DONATIONS BEYOND DUES ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
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                                      Mark Your Calendar Now

                                                                                     for

                   Mid – Year Meeting at LANCOPEX 2003

                                                                       on

                                    Saturday April 26, 2003

                                      (More details will appear in the Feb. Issue.)

 

                          ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

              Please help our Society by cutting out the

                form on the other side of this page and

                 and sending it to our Treasurer with

                              your dues for 2003. 

            An addressed envelope for that purpose is

                             folded into this issue.

                            

 



    

  MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PPHS MEMBERSHIP AND BOARD MEETINGS

         PNSE 2002, Valley Forge Convention Center, King of Prussia, PA, OCT. 12, 2002

     The meeting was called to order by President Rick Leiby at 2:03 PM.  In attendance were 15 
members including the following 6 Directors: R. Colberg, R. Leiby, S. Roth, N. Shachat, G. 
Spector, and D. Telep.  A moment of silent prayer was observed in memory of Steve Perilstein.
The minutes of our previous annual and mid-year meetings were approved as published in Nov. 
2001 and Aug. 2002 Historians, respectively.
     Treasurer Dan Telep presented the following summary of our current assets:

                                 
He indicated that our current income (~$2500) does not meet our current expenditures and 
suggested we consider an increase in dues.  He also indicated that dues notices will appear in the 
next Historian  in an effort to save mailing costs (see Page 4).
     Secretary Norm Shachat indicated that our membership has increased to 135 (see Page 3).  He 
also thanked all those who support the Historian by supplying articles and indicated he had enough 
material for the Nov. Issue and a good start on the Feb. Issue, but ther is never enough backlog.
     The membership unanimously reelected Dick Colberg, Rick Leiby and Dan Telep to serve as 
Directors (Class of 2005).  The Directors then unanimously reelected President Rick Leiby, 
Treasurer Dan Telep and Secretary Norm Shachat for 2003.
     Steve Roth indicated that he has essentially completed constructing a PPHS web site and expects
to have the site on-line by November of this year!  He provided CD discs to each of the Directors 
for their comments and suggestions.  The site will cost $30 / month and the Directors unanimously 
approved the expenditure.
     After much discussion regarding the need for a dues increase and various suggestions regarding 
the increase, the Directors unanimously agreed to increase dues for 2003 to $22.50.  None of the 
members present believed that the increase would be a problem.
     A proposal to purchase 20 copies of the Historian Index updated to the end of 2002 from Tom 
Clarke @ $8 each was rejected by the Direcors by a vote of 4-1.
     The suggestion that we take a ¼ page ad in La Posta at a cost of $126 for 6 issues was tabled for
consideration at a future meeting.   
     A proposal by our Editor that we make Charlie Fricke an Honorary Member of our Society in 
view of his contunuing contributions to the Historian was unanimously approved by the Directors.
     Dick Colberg indicated that a revised version of the Lancaster Stampless Monograph has been     
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sent to Tom Mazza for his review and he expects that it will be issued early next year.

     President Rick Leiby complimented the PNSE organization on the fine show and the 

significant inprovements over the shows of the previous few years and requested that these 

remarks be expressed to Chip Blumberg and Steve Washburne by our representative to PNSE.

He also announced that our next mid-year meeting will take place at LANCOPEX 2003 on

April 26, 2003.

     The business meting was adjourned at 3 PM.  Following the business meeting, Rick Leiby 

and Dick Colberg gave an excellent slide presentation on “ Prestamp Postal History of 

Bethlehem and Lititz, Pa.”  The talk emphasized the Moravian influence on these towns.

                                                                  Respectfully submitted,

                                                                         Norm Shachat, Secretary

                                   ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

                           Awards to PA Exhibits at PNSE 2002

  Gold and Grand:      Dr. Vernon R. Morris, Jr.   “Fighting the Feds in Philadelphia,

                                                                     Independent, Carrier and Local Posts, 1836-1879”

                                                Also: U. S. Philatelic Classic Soc. Medal, Postal History Soc. 

                                                          Posthorn Medal, APS Pre-1900 Award, U. S. Stamp Soc.

                                                          Statue of Freedom Medal, PNSE Past Presidents Award.

   Gold:    Norman Shachat   “Philadelphia Domestic Mail, 1763-1855”

                    

                  (Note:  Because there were not three PA exhibits in PNSE 2002, our

                                                Society medals were not awarded.)

                                           •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

                                  NAPEX 2002 Award to PPHS Member

                                                  (May 31 – June 2, McLean, VA)

    Vermeil:     William Schultz   “A Study of Nine Decades of Postal History”

                                                   ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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                                Pennsylvania Post Office Challenge

                                                       By Bill Schultz (# 6)

          Life member Bill Schultz has again provided a challenge to the membership

          with a prize of $10 to the winner.  In order to give all members a chance to

          compete, all correct answers received by Dec. 15, 2002 will be eligible for

          a drawing to select the winner.  Send your answers to Historian editor by

          mail or E-mail.  Good luck and have fun!

          Clues are as follows:

a) Name begins with a letter between “A” and “Q”.

b) Post office is located in a county which begins with a letter 

between “A” and “Q”.

c) Post office opened prior to 1850.

d) Post office closed before 1980.

e) Post office name has more than 10 letters.

          
 

                                                   Name this Post Office!

                             •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

        Additional clue supplied by Editor:

                        Owing to my collecting interest, I recognized this post office

                        instantly.  Indeed, I have this picture post card in my collection. 
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                                                       Member E-Mail Addresses

George Ashman        gashman2@juno.com   (Carbon Co.)     

John Barwis              sbarwis@sol.co.uk   (Phila. Exhange Office Mails)

Gordon Baker           gcbaker@starpower.net  (Fayette Co.)

Chip Blumberg         thefoldedletter@earthlink.net   (Montgomery Co., Dealer)

Glen Blauch              glenlor@dejazzd.com    (Lebanon Co.)

Mike Burke               burkem@msx.upmc.edu   (Braddock, Greencasle, Rankin, Swissvale)

Tom Clarke               ocl-tom@ix.netcom.com   (Philadelphia Postal History)

Richard Colberg        apraiseart@aol.com  (Litiz)

Gerald Cross             gcross@epix.net  (Wilkes-Barre)

George Danyliw        danburlak@hotmail.com  (Phila. and Schuylkill Co.)

Barry Elkins              elkinj@comcast.net    (Philadelphia Co.)

Ken Hall                    kenhall@oldletters.com  (Pa. Manuscript Postmarks)

Peter Hubicki             phubicki@carolina.rr.com (Columbia, Montour, Northumberland Co.)

Van Koppersmith      cleave3@aol.com  (Phila. Maritime Markings)

Robert Kroupa           rnkroupa@earthlink.net   (Chester County, DPO’s)

Rick Leiby                 rleiby@aol.com  (Pa. Stampless)

Tom Mazza                tommazza@interport.net  (Erie, Western Pa.)

Bob McKain              57-vette@adelphia.net  (Pittsburgh, Pa. Machines)

Gordon Morrison      morisong@att.net    (Bradford County)

Clay Olson                shawmut@comcast.net  (Tioga County)

Steven Roth               smroth@starpower.net   (Domestic Maritime, Prexies)

Bill Schultz                bill@patriciaschultz.com  (West Chester,West Whiteland & West Town)

Norm Shachat            nshachat@aol.com     (Phila. and Bucks Co.)

Dave Silcox               silx@aol.com   (Schuylkill and Berks Co.)

Don W. Smith           donsmith65@msn.com   (Johnstown, Cambria County)

Gus Spector               gspec56@aol.com   (Phila., Buildings, Civil War )

Anita Sprankle           atsprankle@aol.com   (North Central DPO’s, Sewing Machines)

Gordon Trotter           trotters@toad.net     (Nathan Trotter & Co. Correspondence)

Dan Telep                  ctelep16@telerama.com   (Pittsburgh, Sewickley, Western Pa.)

Steve Washburne       stephen.washburne@verizon.net  (Philadelphia, Monmouth Co., N. J.)     

Cliff Woodward         vagabond@sgi.net  (Western Pa., Oil Towns) 

   PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS LISTED HERE.

                                          INDICATE YOUR PA COLLECTING INTEREST.                     
                                                   

  

                   Check the Internet for Our Web Site

     Scheduled to be On-Line During November 2002 at

                    www.PaPHS.org
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“GOOD FER WHAT AILS YA!”
Nineteenth Century Medicine in Philadelphia

Part I: The Medical Schools

                                              © 2002 By Gus Spector, M.D. (# 396)

     Consider, if you will, a time and a place with no HMO’s, no Medicare, no physicians’ 

deductible office fees, and the doctor’s word is gospel. Consider also where you might 

purchase a bottle of medicine, guaranteed to relieve “whatever ails ya”, and, at the same 

time, capable of raising your blood alcohol level to new heights. No, Mr. Serling, it is not 

the Twilight Zone. The time is 1840 and the place Philadelphia, one of the young nation’s 

citadels of medical knowledge. This is part one of a three part article dealing with 

nineteenth-century medicine in Philadelphia.

     Philadelphia was home to many medical firsts. Pennsylvania Hospital, established in 

1751, remains the oldest hospital in the United States. Unlike Philadelphia almshouses, 

which were created to treat the poor and the insane, Pennsylvania Hospital was founded for

the distinct purpose of caring for the acutely ill or injured citizens of Philadelphia, as well 

as for strangers in the city. Benjamin Franklin, its founding father, wrote and printed 

“Some Account of the Pennsylvania Hospital from its first Rise, to the Beginning of the 

Fifth Month, called May, 1754”(1).

     The first medical school in this country was founded in 1765 by the College of 

Philadelphia, later to evolve into the Medical Department of the University of 

Pennsylvania. The first professors of the medical school included William Shippen, Jr., 

Benjamin Rush, Caspar Wistar, and Philip Syng Physick. Benjamin Rush was the only 

M.D. to sign the Declaration of Independence (2). He was also one of the great and 

dedicated physicians who toiled through and survived the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1793.

     Having outgrown its original home near 9th and Market Streets, in the building that had 

originally been designated as the mansion for the President of the United States, the 

University of Pennsylvania relocated to the west side of the Schuylkill River. The Hospital 

of the University of Pennsylvania moved jointly with the University and opened its doors 

in West Philadelphia on July 15, 1874, even before the building was finished. In less than 

one year 642 patients were hospitalized in its wards, and 4569 outpatients were treated (3).

     When Jefferson Medical College was established in 1824 (Figure 1), an instantaneous 

feud was ignited between it and the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Every 

faculty member at each of the opposing institutions resented the other. Jefferson stated that

Pennsylvania’s attitude was that of an assumed superiority; Pennsylvania regarded the new

Jefferson faculty as “a bunch of upstarts” (4). Since Jefferson was founded by Dr. George 

McClellan, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, and son of the famous Civil War 

General George McClellan, Pennsylvania regarded Jefferson as merely an offshoot of its 

institution (5).
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                     Figure 1  Stamp and postmark indicate letter was posted in 1878.

        Figure 2   1-Cent blue on orange 1874 Plimpton envelope with indistinct cancel
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     The College of Physicians of Philadelphia, one of the oldest medical societies in the 

United States was established in 1787, and the Medical Society of the State of 

Pennsylvania in 1848 (Figure 2). Unlike Jefferson and the University of Pennsylvania, the 

two organizations coexisted peacefully, and, in fact, overlapped memberships since they 

existed for several distinct causes. The organizations collaborated as one strong voice on 

many issues, including formal registration of births, deaths, and marriage. (6)

     The Female Medical College of Pennsylvania, later the Women’s Medical College, was

founded by a male non-physician, William J. Mullen, in 1850, because “women needed not

grudging admission to co-educational colleges but a medical college of their own”. The 

first graduation ceremony was held only fourteen months after its inception. The Woman’s

Hospital was subsequently founded by Ann Preston, M.D., class of 1851. She became the 

college’s first woman dean, taking the chair of Physiology (7) (Figure 3). During the Civil 

War, female medical students and interns were allowed to attend clinics at Philadelphia 

Hospital and Pennsylvania Hospital. Dean Preston also founded the first nursing school in 

the United States, with classes being held in Woman’s Hospital. (8).

     Political infighting and gender squabbling notwithstanding, these institutions remain to 

this day as prestigious and legitimate entities. However, during that same period of time, 

another type of medical school arose that did not enjoy the same sort of reputation.  

    

                     Figure 3   Matriculation form signed by Dean Ann Preston, M. D.
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     A period of laxity in medical education existed in Philadelphia after the 1830’s. At the 
time, there remained a dearth of both medical textbooks and competent instructors, 
although preceptorial training remained an important feature of medical education. 
Medical school catalogues stated that a three year post-doctoral apprenticeship was 
required. However, virtually no attention was paid to credentialing either the student or, for
that matter, the preceptor. Consequently thousands of students left school before receiving 
their M.D. degrees, setting up their medical practices with only limited medical educations.
During these lax decades, professors who may not have become as successful or influential
as they had hoped to be, broke away from these legitimate institutions and set up medical 
schools that provided somewhat dubious and inadequate education. By the 1880’s a tally 
of 57 such medical schools had arisen throughout the United States, engendering thousands
of substandard physicians. It was not until 1895 that 21 states finally enacted legislation to 
certify medical schools and license physicians (9).

     In 1850, John Buchanan, a former porter in a Philadelphia store, suddenly appeared on 
the medical scene as a professor at the Eclectic Medical College of Pennsylvania. He 
advertised in newspapers both here and abroad, boldly offering degrees of M.D., D.D.S., 
Ph.D., M.A., B.A., and LL.D. to doctors, dentists, chemists, lawyers, and the like. After 
due process, he was finally indicted by United States postal authorities for selling bogus 
diplomas (which he dubbed “scholarships”), conferring degrees in absentia, and for issuing
diplomas without compliance to legal requirements. Unable to produce the necessary 
$13,000 in bail, he was jailed. Immediately upon release, he was again apprehended while 
attempting to sell more bogus diplomas! (10)

     Dr. George McClellan, founder of Jefferson Medical College, was dismissed from that 
institution in 1839. In conjunction with a group of Philadelphia physicians, he organized 
the Medical Department of Pennsylvania College. Pennsylvania College itself was a 
Lutheran institution located in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. The matriculation fee for the first
year was $5, with half of the payment going to Pennsylvania College and the other half to 
the Medical Department. The curriculum included lectures in Anatomy, Physiology, 
Histology, Chemistry, Materia Medica and Pharmacy, Theory and Practice of Medicine, 
Principles and Practice of Surgery, and Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children. 
Students graduated after only two years, although some remained for postdoctoral 
preceptorships. Henry Hartshorne, M.D. was Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine
from 1859 to 1861 (11). The early cover illustrated in Figure 4 exhibits how he probably 
earned his reputation.

     In 1838 Dr. James H. McClintock, an eminent New England professor of anatomy, who
had also held numerous high political offices, and was considered to be an outstanding 
surgeon, founded the Philadelphia School of Anatomy. In 1847 he then obtained a charter 
from the Pennsylvania Legislature and founded the Philadelphia College of Medicine. 
After some negotiation, The Medical Department of Pennsylvania College merged with the
Philadelphia College of Medicine in 1859. Unfortunately, within two years of the merger,
owing to increasing financial problems and the resignation of the entire faculty, 
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the combined school disbanded and disappeared in 1861. The stampless cover illustrated in

Figure 5 depicts Dr. McClintock’s more venal qualities.

         

                    Figure 4  Stamp and postmark indicate letter was posted in 1858.

     
         

                                              Figure 5   Circa early 1850’s
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     Dr. McClintock subsequently joined the faculty of the Eclectic Medical College of 

Philadelphia. Shortly thereafter, he and Dr. William Paine (what a name for a physician!) 

separated from this institution and formed the Philadelphia University of Medicine and 

Surgery (Figure 6). Dr. Paine was described as being most energetic, and providing “very 

able professional and financial leadership, his associates on the faculty being teachers and 

scholars of high reputation and accomplishment”. Dr. Paine and the Philadelphia 

University were implicated in a scandal involving the selling of medical diplomas. At one 

point he was accused of selling a diploma to a two year old baby! He sought to acquit 

himself of libelous remarks, and attacked his pursuers in scathing articles written in his 

Philadelphia Journal of Medicine and Surgery. He was eventually exonerated, this having 

taken its toll upon his personal health and the status of his institution. The Philadelphia 

University closed its doors after the sessions of 1875-76. Interestingly, as seen by this 1884

cover, Dr. Paine continued in private practice, his office being located in the Peabody 

Hotel (Figure 7).

     Eclectic medicine, or eclecticism, was an offshoot of botanic medicine, which 

employed purgatives to cleanse the body of its impurities, followed by the rebuilding of the

body by use of various tonics. Eclectics, however, practiced not only botanic medicine, but

allopathy as well. Allopathic medicine is the use of various medicines for specific 

pathological conditions, similar to today’s methods of prescriptions. Eclecticism however 

also utilized trial and error methods, and scorned the use of all nonorganic medications, 

such as minerals (12).

   

                                              Figure 6  Cover posted ~ 1870
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                                                               Figure 7

     The Eclectic Medical College of Pennsylvania existed from 1851 through 1877, after 

which time it was known as the American University of Philadelphia. The professor of 

obstetrics and diseases of women and children impressed upon the medical students the 

need for preventive medicine as well as cure. In 1864 Dr. John Watson taught courses in 

military and dental surgery, with emphasis on the treatment of the soldiers in the field (13).

An interesting twist was added to the College, offering evening courses from 7 to 9 p.m., 

five days per week, for workingmen to “bring a fresh, vigorous element of talent into the 

domain of medicine, and aid in extirpating the imbecility of allopathic graduates”. Drs. 

McClintock and Paine were both faculty members before breaking away to establish the 

Philadelphia University. 

     The Penn Medical University, yet another medical school, received a state charter in 

1853. After a false start, its catalog announced that the first session would last only twelve 

weeks (14). However, by 1860, the University boasted that eleven professors were now 

teaching full, six month sessions. Isaiah Lukens, M.D. was a member of the faculty from 

1857 through 1862. Although an M.D., he was Professor of Operative and Mechanical 

Dentistry, teaching the “filling, filing, and extraction of teeth”. His practice was located 

across the street from the University (Figure 8).

     In 1864 the Philadelphia University of Medicine and Surgery merged with the Penn 

Medical University, an association that lasted for ten years. The Penn Medical University 

then reorganized and remained in existence until 1881. It will be remembered as a pioneer 

in both its progressive courses and its coordination of medical education between the 

didactic and the practical hands-on approach.
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                                        Figure 8   Letter posted in late 1850’s

     Figure 9 is a fancy cameo cover advertising The University of Free Medicine of the 

State of Pennsylvania. Chartered on April 29, 1853, its dispensary and office were located 

in Philadelphia at 68 Arch Street.

        

                          Figure 9  Posted ~1855 based on stamp and black postmark
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     The decline and fall of many of the Philadelphia medical schools was mediated by 
“Dr.” John Buchanan, mentioned above. This sociopathic physician finally confessed to a 
myriad of misdeeds. He turned over all of his matriculation books, Faculty and Trustee 
minutes, account ledgers and alumni books. He surrendered lists of the foreign diplomas 
that he had sold, a list of the 5000 names of persons who had corresponded with him, 
names of Philadelphia druggists who had sold diplomas for him, and finally the names of 
three professors who signed 500 diplomas, charging him five dollars per document. These 
events, chronicled in a glaring expose by the Philadelphia Record, resulted in the loss of 
the charters in 1880 of the Eclectic Medical College of Pennsylvania, American University
of Philadelphia, and the Philadelphia University of Medicine and Surgery (15).

     Table 1 shows the comparative tuition rates of five of the extinct medical schools in 
Philadelphia. Please don’t show this to a student applying to medical school today.

TABLE 1  Summary of Tuition Rates at 5 Extinct Schools

Dissection,
Matriculation Lecture Laboratory, Graduation
        Fee Tickets Demonstration        Fee

Medical Dept. of 
Pennsylvania College         $5       $15 $10          $30

Phila. College of        Total of
Medicine         $5       $84  $10           $30

Penn Medical         Total of

College         $5         $70   $5            $20
                     

Eclectic Medical College
Of Pennsylvania         $5         $8    $5            $25

Phila. University of         Total of $70, 
Medicine and Surgery         $5          including demonstration fee            $30

Adapted from Abrahams, Harold J. Extinct Medical Schools of Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia, page 561

     At the close of the 19th century, the legitimate medical schools –University of 
Pennsylvania, Jefferson University, Hahnemann University, and Women’s Medical 
College- thrived, while the other institutions faltered and failed, many having committed 
gross improprieties.

     What may have induced medical students to apply to and attend these schools instead of
the University of Pennsylvania or Jefferson? Students were enticed by glitzy advertisement
in various journals. They were attracted by the shorter curriculum and periods of training 
while still retaining the ability to obtain an impressive sheepskin from a Philadelphia-based
medical school.
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     It must be stated that not all of the faculty members were inferior to those found in the 

legitimate medical schools. After the closure of the “other” medical schools a number of 

physicians migrated back to the faculties of the University of Pennsylvania, Jefferson, and 

Women’s Medical College. Textbooks written by members of the faculties of the now-

extinct schools were already in use at the legitimate universities. It was stated, in the 

judgment of some, that the “faculty of the Medical Department of Pennsylvania College 

was superior to any other in Philadelphia”.  

     It is no longer the Hippocratic Oath nor the physician’s conscience that governs the 

conduct of doctors and medical institutions. Federal and State laws have empowered their 

respective agencies, and stringently enforce hospitals’ and physicians’ codes of practice. It 

is no longer legally possible for anyone to hang up a shingle and declare himself or herself 

a doctor. It is no longer legally possible for an institution to declare itself a hospital or a 

medical teaching facility. In this we have made much progress.  
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            The Johnstown Post Office and the Flood of 1889

                                               By Donald W. Smith (# 347)

     Johnstown is well remembered for one of this country’s greatest disasters, the famed 
Johnstown Flood of 1889.  After experiencing torential rains during the night and early 
morning of March 31, 1889, the earthenwork South Fork Dam, holding Conemaugh Lake 
– the playground of the wealthy Pittsburgh steel barons – burst, sending twenty million 
gallons of water rushing down the narrow Conemaugh Valley toward the city of 
Johnstown, 14 miles away.  The onslaught on the city was devastating, with more than 
2,200 lives lost.

     The “Old Stone Bridge” at the lower end of Johnstown withstood the onslaught of 
water, but the debris served as a dam causing a massive backflow of water that surged back
through the city at a depth of some 20 feet.

     One of the casualties of the flood was
the main Johnstown Post Office, located
in the central business district at 207
Franklin Street, in the Tribune Building
(Figure 1).  The post office took up the 
first floor with the remaining floors
holding the city’s newspaper publisher.
The post office on the ground floor was
completely destroyed (Figure 2).

     As a collector of Johnstown postal
history, I realized that a cover from the
flood would be the crown of the collection.
However, I also realized that any mail that
might have survived the flood would have
been water damaged and probably ended
up in the trash.  So I was hoping to find
a cover as close as possible to the date
of the flood, and hopefully one cancelled 
the day before.                                                  Figure 1   Tribune Building, housing the Johnstown

                                                                                                                 Post Office on the first floor

     Then one day I was reading my copy of Stamp Collector.  There was a 5-page auction, 
which I was hurriedly bypassing when the word “Johnstown” jumped out at me and I went 
back to the page to see what it was.  The description was “Cover, Johnstown, Pa. March 
31, 1890, went through Johnstown flood,  Estimate $25.00.”  Of course, the date was 
wrong, but even a one-year anniversary of the flood would be a nice item.  I called the
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auctioneer and asked about the

date on the cover.  “Oops,” he

said.  The cover was clearly 

dated March 31, 1889, the

correct date.  You can imagine

my excitement.  I immediately 

placed a high bid and was on

pins and needles until the day of

the sale when I couldn’t wait to

call and find out the results.

Eureka!  I got it (Figures 3 and 3a).

     The cover was evidently tied

in a bundle of covers and received

edge water damage all around.

But perhaps what saved the cover

were the words someone added,

“This letter went through the great

Johnstown, Pa. flood of May-1889.”            Figure 2   Tribune Building at right, showing the 

                                                                                                    destruction and debris from the flood

     I now had the piece de resistance for my collection!  The Johnstown Flood Museum 

does not have any examples of mail that went through the flood.  I suspect examples are 

very few, if indeed there are any others.

                    Figure 3  Only known cover to have survived the Johnstown Flood of May 31,

                                        1889.  Postmarked 7:30 AM the morning of the flood.  Water stains

                                        are quite evident on the front and the back.  Undoubtedly, the cover

                                        was saved because of the notation.
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                              Figure 3a   Back of Fig. 3 showing the Scranton receiving postmark

                                                      dated July 12, 42 days after the letter was posted 

     Though the sending and receiving of mail was the least of most peoples worries, two 

days after the flood, the postmaster opened a temporary post office about three blocks 

away in an undamaged building on the northwest corner of Main and Adams Streets 

(Figure 4).  The mail bags that were still in the building were taken to the new location 

(and perhaps my envelope was among them).  All stamps and supplies had been destroyed.

But even at that, as much as possible, mail deliveries were made within the Johnstown area

within four days of the flood.  For those wishing to send mail, paper was available at the 

post office.  Mail delivery to relief offices was begun on June 7.  By June 19, the post 

office was receiving six and sending six mails a day, and the postal facilities had been 

moved back to the old building.  Money orders and newspaper deliveries were not 

established until July.  During the devastation, mail for Johnstown was held in Somerset, 

Pa. and more than two tons of mail accumulated there, which was taken to Johnstown for 

delivery.

                                                                                                                      Figure 4

                                                                                                                           Temporary location of the

                                                                                                                           Johnstown Post Office, used

                                                                                                                           for nearly three weeks after

                                                                                                                           the flood
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     Evidently in clearing up the damaged post office a hand cancel was discovered, which 

was used on the cover shown in Figure 5.  There is no date, but the received cancel on the 

back (Figure 5a) is dated June 14, 1889.

     Surely, the Johnstown Flood is one of the interesting aspects of any postal history 

collection of the Johnstown / Cambria County area.

  

  

                                                Figure 5   Dateless postmark used after the flood

                                             Figure 5a   Back of Fig. 5 showing Chicago backstamp

                                                                                dated June 14, 1889
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                                           Problem Post Card

     Sid Fingerhood (# 3) sent the picture post card shown below with postal markings that 

are difficult to explain.  It was sent from Kingsessing Sta. Phila. to West Philadelphia on 

Sept, 19. 1910.  In the “Place Postage Stamp Here” box there is a manuscript “2” in pencil.

The 1¢ 1908 perf.12 green Franklin at the upper left is cancelled with a double oval 

PHILADELPHIA / SP / PA handstamp.  Sid asks: What is the significance of the pencil 

“2” marking?  What does the “SP” in the cancel signify?  The picture side of the card is a 

colored birthday greeting with no glitter or any other special feature.

     Philadelphia began using the double oval marking in the early 1880”s, initially with 

numerals in the center, primarily for third-class mail.  Subsequently many of the 

Philadelphia letter stations used it with a letter in the center, “F” by Frankford Sta., “G” by 

Germantown Sta., etc.  Also it was subsequently used on special purpose mail with the 

following letters in the center: “CD” (Collection Division ?), “FD” (Foreign Division), 

“PD” (Parcel ? Division), “RD” (Registry Division).  For more details regarding these 

markings see Clarke, A Catalog of Philadelphia Postmarks, Part 1, p. 34.  This is 

apparently the first reported example of the “SP” marking.  Other examples, if found, 

might shed some light on the meaning of the letters, and perhaps the handling of the card 

by the postal system.

     It is not clear as to who applied the 1¢ postage.  The manuscript “2” suggests that the 

card may have been posted without a stamp.  Perhaps the West Philadelphia P. O. applied 

the stamp, the “SP” (Supplied Postage ???) cancel and the manuscript “2” to alert the 

carrier to collect 2¢ from the addressee.  If that were the case, one might ask why didn’t 

they just use a “Due 2” marking for the double deficient postage due?  If you do not like 

this speculation, send in yours.

   

 

                                            •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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                   Shortpaid Treaty-Rate Post Card from Great Britain

                                                 to Philadelphia

                                                       By Charles A. Fricke

     In the November 2000 Historian I wrote about the markings on shortpaid post cards 

sent to Philadelphia.  Recently I found another card where the sender shortpaid the postage

and which contains a different type of postage due marking than that illustrated in the 

earlier article.  The card is illustrated below.

     The postal treaty between the U. S. and Great Britain provided for the exchange of 

certain categories of mail at the domestic postal rate.  This provision applied to post cards. 

In Feb. 1922 Great Britain increased the post card rate from Great Britain to the U. S. from

1d to 1½ d.  As frequently the case, the sender did not check to insure that they had the 

proper amount of postage on the card, and mailed it with just a 1d stamp.  Postmarked with

a date of Aug. 8, 1931, it was noted in London as being shortpaid by the marking “T/10”

(10 centimes = 2¢ due).

     The treaty also provided that in the case of a card being unpaid/shortpaid, it was to be 

delivered with the amount of shortpaid postage doubled as the postage due.  Thus the card 

being shortpaid ½ d (= 1¢), the postage due was 2¢.  On arrival in Philadelphia it was 

handstamped with the pale magenta “POSTAGE DUE 2 CENTS” (48 x 3 mm.).  Clarke 

lists the marking as #1392c  with a single listing dated Dec. 24, 1931.  On recipt of the 

postage due, the pair of 1¢ postage due stamps with the small lettered “PHILADELPHIA / 

PA.” precancel was applied.

      

                                              •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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          Early Morgantown, Pa. (Berks County) Manuscript

                                                    By Kenneth Hall (# 519)

     Got lucky again at auction and was able to purchase the the Morgantown cover posted 

on May 19, 1814 shown in Figure 1.  I was informed by Tom Mazza that it is currently the 

earliest reported Morgantown manuscript.

     The letter is datelined “Berks

County State of Pennsylvania

12 May 1814” (Figure 2).  It is a

one-page personal letter addressed 

to “Parry Talbott / Danridg post 

office / State of Tensee” and is 

signed “Davies B Talbott”.  A few

of the words in the letter and a

part of the 25(¢) collect rate (over

500 mi.) are missing, presumably

due to a hungry rodent.

     The Morgantown P. O. was 

established in 1806.  The Update

on Manuscript Markings in the                                             Figure 1 

May – August 1999 issue of the Historian 

contains a report of one letter between 1841 and 1845 (4/26/42) and two between 1849 and

1856.  They are not prevalent, so you can see how pleased I was to find this early example.

                                  

                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

                                                                 Figure 2

                                      •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

      Don’t Forget to Mark Your Calendar for Our 

        Mid – Year Meeting at LANCOPEX 2003

                    On Saturday April 26, 2003
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                   “Ratty” Cover from England to Philadelphia, 1936,

              Showing Interesting Handling by the Phila. Postal System

                                                      By Charles A. Fricke

     In the collecting of covers with a smattering of postal markings, it is sometimes the 

cover which appears to be the most ratty that challenges the collector to decipher it’s 

handling and markings.  The cover in Figure 1 is one such item.

     Posted in England on

Nov. 18, 1936 with the

normal 2½d (= 5¢) UPU

postage paid with the 1d and

a 1½d King Edward VIII

1936 issues, the letter is 

addressed to Mrs. L.

Greenberg, 1611 Nedro

Avenue, Philadelphia.

     The address is crossed

out and on the left side 

there is a pencil notation

“Try 1617 Nedro”, also

crossed out.

     On the back, Figure 2,

there is a “PHILADELPHIA, PA. /                                Figure 1

LOGAN STA.” duplex postmark dated Nov. ?, 1936.

     On the front, there is a very faint “Phila. Pa. / No. 35” directly to the left of 

“Philadelphia” in the address, a magenta “FORWARDED” and a “PHILADELPHIA / 

PA.” duplex postmark dated Dec. 4, 1936.  Also on the front appear in pencil “6433 

Broad” and “6433 N. Broad”.  The pencil notations to the left of the “FORWARDED” 

marking appears to read “??? no m 1709” with the 1709 crossed out.

     The envelope was apparently roughly opened on the left side and resealed with two 

official post office seals (OX 21).  The seals are cancelled front and back with a magenta

double circle “PHILADELPHIA, PA. LOGAN STA. / REGISTERED / DEC 4 / 1936” 

handstamp!!!

     It is my suspicion that the person at the “1617 Nedro” address opened the envelope 

rather roughly, realized that it was not addressed to him and returned it to the local (Logan)

post office.  The postal clerk affixed the two seals and stamped them with the 

“REGISTERED” marking!!!

     Finally it was somehow determined that the correct address was “6433 N. Broad” and 

the letter was received at the main post office on Dec. 4 at 5 PM from whence it was 

dispatched after addition of the “FORWARDED” marking.

     I assume that since the envelope was inadvertantly opened, the clerk had the obligation 

to seal it with the official seals, but why did he cancel them with the “REGISTERED”
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                                                                 Figure 2

marking?  Perhaps he wanted to indicate that nothing was done by the post office to  

tamper with letter or envelope and to assure more rapid delivery to the addressee.  Or 

maybe he was just lazy and he picked it up by mistake. 

     In any case, it is not often that one can find a registered marking on a cover that was 

clearly not registered, and which was ultimately delivered to the addressee with persistence

on the part of the post office.  Perhaps the notation on the back requesting return to 

England if not delivered, provided the incentive.  

     Ratty covers can indeed be challenging and provide insight into how mail was handled.

                                      ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  
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                     Urgently Needed

   Philadelphia Pre-1900 Advertising Covers
   Illustrated with Buildings or Street Scenes 

  

           All Correspondence Answered

                         Gus Spector

               750 S. Main St. Suite 203

                 Phoenixville, PA 19460

                        WANTED

      All Chester County PO’s, pre 1910
         All West Chester, Pa, pre 1890
    All PA towns with “Cross Roads” or 
        “Corner(s)” in name, pre 1920 

All U. S. covers with “Schultz” in the name
    of the town, the sender ot the recipient

                          Bill Schultz

                 1305 Murdock Drive

               West Chester, PA 19380

       Back Issues of the Historian

 Members: $2 each      Non-members: $4 each
              (Only order occasional issues; long runs  
                            will not be supplied.)

 

 Current Historian Index - $5 ppd

                                    Write to:

                        Tom Clarke

                       Box 290-145

                     Davie, FL 33329

                       The Post Offices of Greene County
                                      By G. Wayne Smith (# 516)

                                                            Published by

  Cornerstone Genealogical Soc., P. O. Box 547, Waynesburg, PA 15370

                                           $25 + $3 shipping 

An illustrated account of the 104 post offices established in Greene County, beginning with 

Waynesburg in 1800.  Includes dates of establishment, name changes, all postmasters, etc. 
through the year 2000.  Illustrations include pictures of buildings and residences where post 
offices were located and some covers.  Help with information was provided by Tom Mazza 
(# 301) and local collectors provided some of the covers.  The book is an in depth study of 

the post offices of a rural county in the southwest corner of our state (143 pages). 
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